Flexible options let you teach how you want, when you want.

Mix and match to meet your needs and priorities:

**1. CHOOSE YOUR TIME**

Some days you will have more time for social studies than others. IMPACT was designed to accommodate windows of time that work best for your instruction. Pick and choose what works best for you within the time you have.

**2. SET YOUR PRIORITIES**

Use the Instructional Model of Engage, Investigate and Report to help guide your planning and determine your instructional goals.

**3. PICK YOUR TOOLS**

Want to start with a lesson presentation online? Introduce the chapter with a video! Need to quickly engage students and begin work on the Inquiry Project? Start in the Inquiry Journal. Looking to spend time investigating the Essential Question? Work in the Research Companion or the Explorer Magazine. Print and Digital options are available to you!

**EXAMPLES OF INSTRUCTIONAL OPTIONS**

**15 MINUTES**

IMpact provides short-on-time options to ensure you maximize the teaching time you have.

**30 MINUTES**

A little more time? Integrate IMPACT into reading blocks, enable individual exploration or promote collaborative discourse! The choices are endless.

**45 MINUTES**

Leverage IMPACT's full instructional model and maximize the art of inquiry by helping students deepen their understanding of social studies content and build critical-thinking skills.

**ENGAGE**

- Engagement begins with Essential Questions and images to spark curiosity.
- Read and write with specific purposes in mind.

**INVESTIGATE**

- Explore a rich range of informational texts including primary and secondary sources.

**REPORT**

- Cite evidence via text-based discussions, collaborative presentations, debates and questioning.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, please visit mheonline.com/IMPACT.
There are days when you have very limited time for social studies. Then, there may be days when you have time for longer lessons. With IMPACT, YOU get to choose what lessons to teach, what resources you want to use, how you want to teach and when.

With IMPACT’s unique and innovative resources, you can decide the length of time to teach, if you want to use print and/or digital and which resources best fit your classroom needs.

**VERSATILE**

**For Teachers**

**Teacher’s Edition**
Instruction for lessons; pacing and planning; scaffolded reading strategies; differentiated instruction; language learners support and development and all you need to teach social studies in both a print and digital environment.

**IMPACT Explorer Magazine Teaching Guide**
Three-step instructional model to guide students through engaging texts with reading scaffolds to support all learners.

**IMPACT Online**
Data management with the ability to assign tasks and assessments; personalize tasks and assessments; group students; review student progress and capture student progress; use presentation mode to interact with students and complete lessons.

**For Students**

**Inquiry Journal**
Start the inquiry process with analyzing images and sources; make meaning through engaging activities with close reading strategies; citing evidence to write in response to reading; Reader’s Theater and more.

**IMPACT Explorer Magazine**
Extend content tied to the chapter Essential Question with a variety of genres with captivating, real-world stories and informational texts.

**Research Companion**
Explore primary and secondary sources; use features such as Infographics, Perspectives, Then and Now and more to investigate Essential Questions with informational text reading; excerpts from authentic literature connected to chapter content and more.

**IMPACT Online**
Videos, interactive activities and features, games, and more.